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Snippets from Primary 
 

 
Halloween 
 
Our Halloween party on November 10th was once again a fantastic success! Thanks to              
Nathalie Schwab and her helper ‘dream team’, the school hall was transformed into a              
wonderful backdrop for all our young wizards and witches, ghouls and boys. 
 
In the morning, the Anglo CM1s chaperoned all the CPs (yes, all 101 of them) around the                 
stands. It was a real pleasure to see everyone acting so responsibly! All non-Anglophone              
CM2s then visited the stands in the afternoon. 
 
At 4.30, there was a flurry of excitement as the Anglo children changed into their costumes                
from a tiny Harry Potter to a fully made-up witch!  
 
There were some fun activities such as Pumpkin pétanque, making lanterns, Halloween            
bingo, pumpkin relay, as well as trick and treating, a make-up stand and Halloween food.               
The annual pumpkin carving competition was won by the Bonucci family. Their pumpkin             
was really quite something! The CPs sang Spooky, Spooky and and the CE1s did a skeleton                
dance. Everyone had loads of fun! Thank you to the parents who helped with the event. 
Special thanks must go to Nathalie Schwab who has organised halloween for the last four               
years. As her youngest child moves into Middle School next year, we’ll be looking for               
parents to take over the Halloween party which is on its way to becoming an international                
event in the Primary calendar. 
 

Thank you Nathalie! 
 

 
 
 

Overheard at the Halloween party 



 
‘I wish it was Halloween every day.’ 
 
‘Even the teachers looked scary’ (scarier than usual?!?) 
 
‘I like the candies best.’ 
 
‘It’s so dark in the préau.’ 
 
‘It’s not fair. They have all the fun in Primary.’ 

 
 
News from the Library 

 
 
The Roald Dahl Library competitions brought in many exciting and original entries - both              
drawings and writing. The winners are: 
 
CP - Josephine and Paul 
CE1 - Elodie and Vassil 
CE2 - Grace and Léo 
CM1 - Beatrice and Tom 
CM2 - Elise and Kenneth 
 

 

 
Congratulations to the winners and all those who took part in the competition.  
 
 
Special thanks to Lara Bonucci for organising the competition and for making the             
Library a great place to browse and choose books. 
 

 
Library bags 



 
All CP, CE1 and CE2 children have been given a special, cloth Library bag with the                
following Roald Dahl quotation on it: ‘Those who don’t believe in magic will never              
find it’. 
The idea behind the bag is to help protect the books and to remind the children to                 
return them to the Library. 
 
 
News from the classroom… 
 

CP 
CPs have been busy working on their Autumn/Fall project and their own ‘Dark,             
Dark Tale’ based on the book of the same title by Ruth Brown. Some of the                
children have recorded ‘On the Ning Nang Nong’ on ipads using Chatterpix.            
Phonics and reading continue to be regulars on the CP menu. 
 
 

CE1 
CE1s have been getting up to all sorts of exciting activities from making spider              
biscuits and writing instructions, to a walk in the park to collect leaves and write               
adjectives and poems. Ruby’s dad will be coming into class this week to talk about               
Canada. 
 
 
 

CE2 
Our Healthy Living project has got off to a flying start with lots of hands-on               
activities. For their snack, the children made fruit salad and healthy cereal bars.             
Dental hygiene experiments involving eggs and different liquids have been a great            
success - especially when observing what happens to eggs when they are left in              
vinegar….Next week, our Canadian PE teacher from Secondary will be leading a            
workshop on exercise. The outcome of these different activities will be an ibook.` 
 
 



CM1 
CM1s have been doing some science and artwork based on their water project.             
They have been testing the dissovability of certain objects in water. The            
artwork used mixed media - photography and paint. Like other year groups,            
reading groups/circles and spelling are also an integral part of the weekly            
menu! 
 
 

CM2 
CM2s have been working on poetry and Macbeth over the past couple of             
weeks. The children wrote their own ‘Magic Box’ poems and used PuppetPals -             
an ipad app - to record the Witches’ speech from Macbeth. They are now              
writing their own spells. From all accounts, they are suitably gory! For a change              
of scene, the children will be working on  ‘Magnetism’ next. 
 
 
 

                                                   
 
 
 
 


